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SOME FEATURES OF ARTIFICIALLY THICKENED FULLY DEVELOPED TURBULENT
BOUNDARY LAYERS WITH ZERO PRESSURE GRADIENT ‘

By P. S. KISBAtiOm and Z. W. DIEKL

SUh131ARY

.-h account k giren herein of an inre8tigat[on conducted to
determine the feasibility of artij~”ally thickening a turbulent
boundary layer on a jlat plate. A description i~ giren of se~
era[ methods u8ed to thicken artijicia[ly the boundary layer.
It ti *hewn that it ia possible to do substantial thickening and
obtain a fully dere[oped turbulent boundary layer, which i8
jree from any didortion~ introduced by the thickening proce8a,
and, aq such, i8 a suitable medium for f undamentai research.
Mea+wrement~ qf mean re[o~ty, ~pectrurn of u--uctuation, and
‘intenm”tyof u-j uctuation which serred as criteria for determin-
ing the state of the layer are pre~ented. Some feature8 of the
fu[ly dereloped turbulent boundary layer with zero prewure
gru.dient are diWu88ed. The mean $OW in the boundary layer
is compared with the iogarith mic laws of mean-reiocity di~tri-
bution dericed for pipes and channe18, and the emking theon”es
dealing with the ~hape of the 8pectrum in i~otropic turbulence
are applied to the 8pmtrurn meawred in the outer portion of
the boundary layer. It ia al~o ahoum that tiw turbulence in
the outer portion of the boundary layer hue an intermittent
character similar to that f WLndfor wakes and j-t~.

INTRODUCTION

The IacIi of a satisfactory theory for turbulent shear flow
and the development of the hot-wire anemometer as a power-
ful tool for turbulence research have directed attention to
the quantitative measurement of the characteristics of tur-
bulence in shear %ON-as a means of obtaining information
on which to base a sand theory. The recent concept of
hxal isotropy proposed by Kolmogoroff (references 1 and 2),
that is, that, whatever the nature of the large-scale motions,
the smaI1-scaIe turbulence tends to be isotropic, has intensi-
fied the experiment al pre-gram with the hope that the ezist-
ing theories of kotropic turbulence may be useful. While a
considerable amount of work has been done in wmious flow
fields (references 3, 4, 5, and 6), at tention is hwe centered on
the boundary layer, not only because of its practical impor-
tance but to provide information whivh can be compared
with that obtained in other types of shear flow and thus
show- differences and likenesses and in part imdar show
whether certain plwnomena are unirersaI. It is felt that
the results of the measurements can best be compared with
the theory of isotropic turbulence if such complicating fac-
tom as pressure gradient, curvat we, surface roughness, and
compressibility are eliminated. Furthermore, the turbu-
lence should be fully developed and the Reynolds number
ahouid be sufficiently high to bring the domain of Iocal iso-

tropy within the mnge of measurement. In addition the
boundary Iayer should be as thick as possible in order to
facilitate the use of muh iwire hot-w-ire probes and minimize
errors due to wire length.

These requirements mean that the surftice should be
smooth and flat. and that high Reynolds number should be
obtained by thickness rather than by high speed. Such
requirements are difficult. to meet, except in wind tunnels
especially const rutted for the purpose. The use of one wall
of a conventional wind tunnel does not appear to be a sat-
isfactory solution because of the Likelihood of extraneous
effects. The probIem of obtaining a thick boundary layer
was encountered at the A’ational Bureau of Standards when
a t urbuIent-boundary-laye.r in-rest igation using a flat plate
was undertaken. The test section of the tunnel w-as 19 feet
Iong, but it was not feasible to use a plate longer than 12
feet. 11 was feIt that the need for a thicker boundary
Iayer than one which would normally develop on 12 feet of
surface was sufficiently urgent here, and possibly in other
laboratories with even Iess length avaiIabIe, to warrant an
instigation of the possibilities of artificially thickening the
layer. This involved not only methods of thickening but
aIso setting up criteria by which to estabhsh the identity of
a fuIIy deveIoped Iayer over a smooth surface.

In determining the feasibility and validity of artificial
thickening a number of measurements had to be made,
incIuding mean velocities, intensity of u-fluct uat ions, and
the spectrum of u-fluctuations. As a consequence it is pos-
sible to show how- such quantities me affectti by thickening
devices and what values they assume when the layer is no
longer influenced by its beghmkgs. It is obviously very
necessary to knovi whether there exists a “flat-plate boundary
Iayer” of universal churacter depw-ding onIy on Reynolds
number. This is shown to be the case insofar as the obswmcl
quantities provide a propm sampIing.

The investigation was conducted under the sponso~hip
and with the financial assistance of the -National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics.
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report. Aclmovrledgment is made to Messrs. G. H. Adams
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SYMBOLS

distance along surface from leading edgo of
IIat plate

distance ~ormal to surface, measured fmm
surface of flat plate

mean velocity in boundary Iayer
mean veIocity in: free stream, just outside

boundary Iayer
z, y, and z components of instan t.aneous

turbuleu t-velocity fluctuations
mean-squrwc values of u, q md w
root-mean-square vaIu e of u
density of air
kinematic viscosity of air
static pressure
static pressure at z= 10,5 feet
free-stream dynamic pressure
free-stream dynamic pressure at x= 10.5 feet
dynamic preesure in boundary layer as

measured with a surface tube
shearing stress at surface
absolute constant
constant

Ixnmdary-]ayer thickness
boundary-layer displacement thickness

(r(’-w)
houndayy-layer momentum thickness

(f%’-%)’”)
&ynolds number based on boundary-layer

U,8()thickness —
v

l-ley~olds number based on bouudalT-Iayer
‘U,eomomen turn thickness —

v,

Iongitudimd space corrrdation coefficient of
u-fluctuation

t

:,

k.

kU=0.645ka
k
F(rL)

z= nL=/U

:(z)”= UF(n)/L=
Eg(k.)

E(k)

longitudinal scale of u-fluctuation
microscale in isotropic turbulence
totrd dissipation of turl.mlcnt energy pm

unit mass per second
time
frequency, cycles per second
wave number in int.emncdia[e range where

initiaI forces and viscmity both pIay redo

one-dimensional wave nunil.mr
()?

tlmcc-dimensional wave number
normalized one-dimensional spcctraI func-

tion associated with fsequcncy n

constant

one-dimensional spectral function associated
with k=

three-dimensiomd spcctrd function tmo-
ciakl with k

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

The investigation was conducted in the 4!.&foot wind t,unncl
at the National Bureau of St&ndmds, using a flat p~at,c 12
feet Iong mounted vertically along tho center line of tho test
scctiou, the leading edge being 6 fec Lfrom tho upstream cnd
of tho test section. The plate was ~-inrh tduminum with a
smooth surface and a sharp leading ecige formed by a smooth
symmetrical taper bcgirming 4 inches from the Ieading cdgo.
The plate was fastened along the horizontal edges to ono side
of 3-inch channeI irons anchored to the upprr and lower hm-
neI walk, and so divided the tes~ scctiou into nearly equaI
passages. It was considered desirnlde to conduct the. in-ros-
tigation in a. tunneI of Iow turbulence so thtit tho turbulence
of tho free. stream would be negligible compared with t.bn~ in
the boundary layers. The tdmlentic level of the tunnel
was 0,02 percent. at 30 feet pcr second and 0.04 perccn~ ut 100
feet per second. An elevation view of the tunnel is shown in
figure 1. Nfore details as to tlm arrangement of clamping
screens used in obtaining the low turlndcnce ara given in
refmence 7.

-- so’ d
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In order to obtain a condition of zero pressure gradient, a
ffe-xibIe second wnlI of sheet. aluminum was mounted on the
tunnel wall facing the working side of the plate. It was
uttached to the ends of screws threaded into the tunneI wall
and thus pro-rided an adjustable section to make the passage
between the plate and the wall sufficiently diverging to offset
the pressure drop result ing from boundal~-layer growth.

Another important consideration was proper angle of
attack to afford smooth flow entry at the Ieading edge on the
working side of the plate. This vras accomplished by dis-
placing the upstream edge of the plate and by partial block-
ing of the passage on the working side. Site the obstruc-
tions causing the blocking had to be placed farther down-
stream than any usable portion of the plate, the passage was
extended 4 feeb by joining the traiIing edge of the plate with
a section of pIywood.

Under these conditions the pressure distribution along the
plate was found to be as shovin in figure 2 (a). From 2 feet.
on downstream the pressure is seen to be uniform on the
average with variations of about 1 percent. of q, about the
mean, These variations cmdd not be removed by the
adjustable w-alI because they were associated with a sIighb
waviness of the surface of the plate.

Figure 2(b) shows the transition region at a speed of 108
feek per second for smooth entry conditions at the Ieading
edge. The beginning of transition corresponds to a Reynolds
number (based on length of laminar flow) of 3,175,000, and
here transition resuks from the growth of more or less regular
Iaminar-bounchwy-layer oscillations.
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L\STRUMEXTATIOX AXD TECHMQUES

Traversing mechanism.-In order to traverse in a hori-
zontal plane normaI to the surface the unit shown in figure
3 was used. .4 micrometer screw with 0.5-millimeter pitch
is dri~’en through a set of beveled gears and a shaft by a
sdsyn motor remote~v controlled. To provide-for ease of
aIinement, the pressure probes and hot-wire holders are
attached so that they can move fore and aft and rotate in
a vertical pIane. By means of the bracket shown in the .
figure the unit is bolted to a streamlined strut so that the-.. —
end opposite the geam is forced against the surface. ChanneI
irons anchored to the floor and ceiling of the tunneI served. . .. .
as guide raiIs for the strut, and tra~eming longit udinaIly was
done by moving the strut fore and aft by means of a chain
and sprocket manually operated from outside the t unneI.

Measurement of pressure distribution, transition, and
mean velocity.—ileasurements of pressure distribution and
transition were made With the pitot-static head shown. in
figure 4. The impact tube makes contact with the surface,
and the static tube is opposite the point of contact E inch
away from the surface. The static and impact tubes are
made of 0.04-inch nickel tubing ~iith 0.003-inch wall thick-
ness. The static tube is made according to the ccmren-
tional design for such a tube, and the impact tube is flattened
at the end to form a rectangular openi~m 0.014 inch wide.
The static tube was used for the measurement. of pre&wu’__ _.
distribution and both impact. md static tubes for the meas-
urement of transition. The head was attached by a lopg arm
(containing the pressure leads) to the strut and could be
moved back and forth in the r-direction while the forldike
guides maintained proper rdat ion to the surface. The deter-
mination of the transition point. with the surface tube depends
on the increase in impact pressure cIose to the surface w-hen
the layer becomes turbulent. The abruptness of the increase
is shown in figure 2(b). The beginning and ending of the
transition region coincide with the beginning and ending of
the rise. This was checkecl with the hot-wire head shown
in @e 4. This sledlike hetid was attached to the strut so
that it COUICIbe mowd fore and aft like the pitot+tatic head.
The hot-wire vies at a fixed distance of O.O3 inch from the
surface, and -rimd observation of the fluctuations on an
oscilloscope for different positions aIong the surface co@med
the indications of the surface tube. lleasurements of mean
~eIocity were made with a pitot+tatic combination similar

L-i?a5 .:; q.. .. ...-
Frirm S.—Tmvc rnecbsnism with totd-lwwi md.:tatle tuh+s uttwhed. - Referenm

W*..
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FIOURE4.—Slldlnghot-wlrt hwd and surfnmpltot-statictnb.

to lhe one described above but }vithout, the guides. It is
shown with the traversing unit in figure 3. No correction
\vas made for the effect of turbulence on the readings.

Measurement of intensity and spectrum of a-fluctuation,—
.Adescription of the mc.thml and the hot-wire equipment used
for measuring the int,ensit,y of u-fluctuation is given in dctaiI
in reference 8. I?latinum wire 0.0001 inch in dimnctcr and
0.5 millimet<:r Iong was used. This was wire drawn by the
}Vollmton process, and the method of making a hot-wire
pmhv was to etch away the siher coating and then soft-
soldw the wire to t.hc tips of fine sewing needles. The time
co]~shmt of the wire was approxinmtdy 0.25 nliUiscconcI and
was determined by Lhc square-wave method described by
Kowfsznq (reference 9). Compensation for the time. kg
\ras made by a resistance-capacitance net,worli in t.hc an~pli-
tier. The response of the uncompensated amplifier was flat
from 10 to 5000 cycles per second and fell OR to about
50 percent at 10,000 cych-w prr seconcl. The mean-square
output was read on a microammeter working out of a
thermocouple circuit.

in order to measure the spectrum of u-fluct uatiou the
output, circuit of the hot-wire amplifier was bypassed and

the signal fed into an Illcctricn] Research I’roducls, Inc.,
sounci analyzer wi~h a frequrnry range from 10 to 10,000
cycles per second and a choice of fixed baml widths of nom-
inally 5 or 50 cycles per second. The rcct.ificr Lypc of output
circuit of the aualyzer w-as rcplnced by an additional stago
of amplification and a t.lmrmocouplc and meter. Tlw pur-
pose .of this was to read mean+quarc currrnts and also to
obtain a highly damped inrlicator. In reading the output.,
averages were taken o-rcr a period of 1 minute. The nmm-
Square Vohage corresponding to the comprnsatcd hot-wiro
signal passed by t.lw IMnd w-as obtained by fwst reading t lM
hot-wire signal on the output meter and t.h!u matchhlg this

signal with w known sinusoidal signal fd into the systcn~
from a General Radio nticrovoltxr. The known signal hucl
the frequency cxmresponding to the center of the baud. The
mean-square hot-wire volW.gc per unit frequency vms then
obtained by dividing by the cffectivc btind width The
effective band width was defined as the rcctw]guIar band
width htiving the same area as the experin~cnta]ly cietwmincd
band shape. These were

Effectivo Nominal
(Cps) (Cps)

7.07 5
57.9 50

It was found to be advantageous to use the 7.07 lmnd from
10 to 1000 cycles per second and tlw 57.9 band frmn 1000
to 10,000 cychx per second.

ARTIFIcIAL THICKENING OF BOUNDARY LAYElt

It is at ontie obvious [hat objects protruding outward from
a surface create more drag than the surface thtit they cover
and hence offer a mwu~ of producing a layer of dwmcrgized
flow in a comparativdy shor~ distance in the streamwisc
direction, The energy of the muin flow is diverted into eddy
mot ion in wakes, and, whiIe the [low is turbulent, it. dots not
have. t.hc same dynamic st.ructurc as a fu]ly dcvclopwl
turlxdent boundary layer over a smooth surface. The qucs-
tioll is, after letiving clrfg-prodncing objects, whut leng[.h of
smooth surface is needed for the layer to beccmm the same
as a smooth-surface generated layer. It. WOW seem that
the length would IN lCSS tlmn that required to gwwratu a
Iayer of the same thirlmws, but this is by no means a forrgone
conclusion. t

Since the ultinlate aim of the work wus tu produco n layer i’
apprcmimat ely 3 inches thick, this thickness having hccn
chosen as sufficient for the convenient use of hot-wire probes,
no effort was made. to find the maximum thic+ncss thtiL could

be produced in a given length. Emphmis -ivas placed rnt.hcr
on simplicity of method and adequacy of tests.

The turbulent boundary layrr along the plate was fils[.
obtained by the conwmt ional method of frrc transition, (hat
is, from t.hc instability of Ialllhlar-bot]n(ia~-layw oscillations.
Then, various de-rices such m rods, screens, and distributed
roughness vrcrc usecl on the laminar layer to force transition
and de-energize the flow. ~.At,Letition was given to maintain-
ing the condition of zero pressure gradient for the moclifwd
layers by adjusting the “false” wall. TIN first attempt at
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thickening the layer was to use rods, which were 0.04, 0.11,
0.18, and 0.25 inch in diameter. These were pIaced singly in
the Iaminar layer and in contact vrith the surface at 4 feet
from the leading edge. As w-ill be seen, these were not satis-
factory because of the length required for their distorting
effect to disappear. The second method consisted in placing
wire screens of \-arious mesh sizes at different angles to the
plate and close to the leading edge, so that the screen and
pIate formed a narrow wedge opening into the wind. A 2+
mesh screen of O.0075 -irLch wire diameter, which was 1 foot
wide, making an angle of 0.5° vrith the pIate and extending
from floor to ceiling, was a satisfactory thickening device,
but it was not considered practical because of the possibility
of accidental shifting. TIN third and final method consisted
in cementing sandpaper to the surface beginning at the lead-
ing edge and extending for distances up to 2 feet downstream.
Various amounM of sand roughness were tried until the layer
wm of the desired thickness. The iinal arrangement of the
roughness vim A70. 16 ffoor+inding paper, cemented to the
plate from the leading edge to 2 feet downstream and
extending from floor to ceiling.

Initially the onedimensiona} spectrum of u-fluctuations
was thought to be the best over-all test to be applied to the
resulting Iayers. .lccordingIy, for a ksis of comparison,
considerable attention was gi~en to the. spectrum of the fully
developed layer resulting from free transition. It was found
later that the mean-velocity profile was a still more sensitive
test of the condition of the layer. Finally, the distribution
of u’ across the layer was added to the list of criteria. These
three, compared in different parts of the hyers and compared
with other available data, seined as the sampIe phenomena
to determine the state of the layer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

MEAN-VELOCITY MEASMLEMEXTS

With free transition beginning at the 5-foot position, as
show-n in figure 2, mean-velocit-y distributions were deter-
mined at x=7.5, 8.5, 9.5, and 10.5 feet at a free-stream speed
of 108 feet per second. These are shown in figure 5. A lower
value of U] -would have shifted the transition point too cIose
to the traiIing edge of the plate. Figure 6 shows the same
velocity protiles on a nondimensiona~ basis. Ii order to avoid
the arbitrariness of 6, the nondimem~iona.1 dist ante from the
wall y/a* is used. It is seen from figure 6 that dovcnatream
from the extreme posit ion of the transition point, that is,
z= ti.75 feet, the profiles exhibit similarity. The t-wo-
Llimensional nature of the flow was checked by makii veloc-
ity measurements 10 inches below and above the center hne
at x=10.5 feet. and comparing with the reIoeity distribution
at the center line. Agreement among the three sets of
distributions conlirmed the twodimensiona]ity of the flow.

The velocity measurements for the 0.04- and 025-inch
rods are shown in tigures 7 and 8. At a free-stream speed
[‘1=108 feet per second, the flow, tzfter passing o~er the
rods, beoame turbulent in the separated layer and reattached
to the surface in the turbulent state. At a lower free-stream
speed ~~1=30 feet per second for the O.O&nch rod, ~al
obser~-ation of an oscilloscope trace obtained by traversing

dovmstream from the rod at. a distance of 0.03~inch from the
surface, -with a hot-wire anemometer, showed the reappear-
ance of IaminarAoundary-Iayer oscillations, indicating that
the separated Iayer returned to the surface as a kminar layer
without the occurrence of transition. This effect was also
noticed by Liepmann and Fila (reference 10). Figures 9
and 10 give some of the representative profiles for the 0.04-
and 0.25-inch rod in nondimensional form. The protiIe for
r=5.17 feet. in figure 9 ditlers from those at 6.0 and 10.5
feet by more than the experimental scatter. This would
pIace the beginning of similarity for the 0.04-inch rod
between r=5.17 feet and z=6.O feet. In figure 10 there is
no evidence of the beginning of similarity dovmstream of
the 0.25-inch rod, and comparison of the profle at z=1O.5
feet with other distributions, at the same Reynolds number,
which do exhibit similarity indicated that, even at z= 10.5
feet, 6.5 feet dovrnstream from the rod, the velocity distr-
ibution is not. yet similar. Figures 11 (a) and 11 (b) show
the distributions for the 0.04-, 0.11-, 0.18-, and 0.25-inch
rods at x=6.O feet and x=10.5 feett, respectively. It is seen
that the deviation among the proflks is Iess at. r= 10.5 feet
than at x=6.O feet, illustrating the trend toward similarity
and the dependence of the similarity position on the rod
diameter. The trend in figure 10 is in the opposite direction
of a Reqynolds number effect, but the ReynoIds number
change irrrohd is smaII enough to be negligible compared
with the dtierences indicated. It is expected that immedi-
at eIy downstream from the rod there wouId be an influence
on dP/dx and dP/,dy, but there is no evidence that it. per-
sisted to any great length downstream. If the similtity
position for the 0.04-iich rod is taken at 1=5.5 feet, that is,
1.5 feet dommtream &m the rod, the ratio of sindarity
distance to rod diameter is 450. &suming a Iinear effect
of the rod diameter on the similarity distance would put
the similarity position for the 0.11-, 0.18-, and 025-inch
rods at x=8.2, 10.9, and 13.5 feet, respectively. This is
applied only for the condition of the rod at. 4 feet and t’~= 10S
feet per second. The wind speed and the position of the
rod in the Iayer, that is, the size of the rod compared with
the bounda~-layer thickness, may be other -rariabIes which
have an effect. The conclusion from this is that too much
Iength is required for distortions to disappear for rods to be
practicaI thickening de-rices.

The reIocity distributions at. a free-stream speed tr,=43
feet. per second for a 24-mesh screen making an angle of
0.5° with the plate are shown in figure 12. Although no
summary pIot is given, it may be stated that the profiles
from r=3.5 feet. to 2=10.5 feet exhibited similarity. The
boundary-layer thickness at r= 10.5 feet is approximately
3 inches as compared with 1.4 inches for the condition of
free transit ion. The effect of wider angIe or greater solidity

was to move the similarity position farther downstream and

to g-ire a thicker layer. For example, the prdks produced

by a 24-mesh screen, at an angle of 2.5° with the plate, did

not show similarity at z=5.O feet. At z=!I.5 feet the flow

was similar, and the layer was 5.2 inches thick. Since no

measurements were made between x=5.o feet and z=9.5

feet, the posit ion at which similarity first occurred is unknown.
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Fro-m &-Nondlmembmal mean-vdccfty dlstributtong for fLW twit~n w SIMWU~
Ware 2. Lj=lc8 feet per secon&

At au angle of 5“ the flow was no longer similar for the Iength
of the plate. The use of screens seemed to he an e.ffecti~e
method of thickening but was not further investigated
because of the diflkulfties entailed in mounting a screen,
keeping it under tension, and maintaining its shape for Iorig
periods of time.

F@res 13, 14, and 15 show the velocity distributions
downstream from the distributed roughness at free-stream
speeds of 35, 55, and 10S feet per second. Siice the general
characteristics for the three speeds are simihir, the nondi-
mensional protiles are given in figure 16 only. for U1=55 feet
per second. It is seen that a distance of about 3.0 feet was
required for similarity and that at x=10.5 feet the layer was
approximately 3 inches thick, which for Ul= 55 feet per
second is the thickne~ of a layer having its beginning about
14 feet upstream. In other words, the virtual origin of the
layer was displaced 3.5 feet upstream of the leadirg edge.
There was some gain in effective distance at the higher
speed. At U1= 108 feet per second, the virtuai origin was
about 5.5 feet upstream of the leadi~~ edge.

Comparison of the veiocity distribut.ious in the various
artificially thickened layers ia made tith that of free transi-
tion, in figure 17, at. approximately the same ReynoIds
number l?e. The agreement is excelIent. To test the
universal character of the ~elocity distributions, it ia of
interest to compare them with those of other investigations.
In figure 18, the distributions in the lay= thickened by sand
roughness are compared \\ith the measurements of Hamn
(reference 11) and Schultz-Grunow (reference 12). The
two curws show the fiect, of Reynolds number, and the
data are sufficiently consistent to conclude that the sdocity
distributions obt tiined for the artificially thlcliened layer are

-..

cha.ract erist ic of a turbulent boundary layer viith zero
pressure gradient and a smooth surface.

COMPARISONWITHLOGARITHMIC LAWS

31uch of the theoretical work that has been done on the
turbuIent boundary Ia-j-er is based on the application of the
logaritti~c laws of velocity distribution derived for flow in
pipes and channels (reference 13). These involve the adop-
tion of the mi..~-Iength cxmcept, a form for the shearing-
stress distribution, and the omission of the influence of
viscosity on the turbulence.

The viall-prmimity law and the velocity-defect law for
the velocity distribution are compared with wq?erimentaI
results in figures 19 and 20. The value of U, in the present
measurements was determined from the measured velocity
profle by means of the Von Ktirmtfn moment urn equation
which for zero pressure gradient gives

do T.

The mean-ve~ocity distributions for the artificial~y thickened
turbulent boundary layer with zero pressure gradient, to-
gether with those of SchuItz-Grunow (reference 12] and
Freeman (reference 14), are plotted in the form of U/U,
against yUf/P in figure 19. In contrast -with the memure-
ments for pipes and channels, it is seen that there is a SP”
tematic increase in the deviation from the logarithmic law as
the Reynolds number decreases. In the region where the -- “
la-w ia valid figure 19 gives -dues of 4.2 for ~ and 5.75 for
B. The foIIoviing table gives the comparison with the
measurements in smooth pipes and channel-s for wall
prmimity.

--I?Wmort ond Dle . . --------- Boundar&er.:1 L;

The commonIy used rahws for the experiments of Nikur-
adse m smooth pipes for points near the wall is 5.5 for B and

5.8 for & but hfillikan (reference 18) has shown that values
of 5.75 and 5.0 are in cIoser anneement with the measure-
ments. The broken Iine in 6gure 19 shows that the power
Jaw

is a good approximation for the higher Re.mokis number
Rt=152,000 throughout most of the layer, but it should be
remarked that at the lower Re-ynoIcts numbers the agreement
was not. so good. The distributions at Iower Repokls
numbers, on a log-log basis, had a sinuous appearance which
seemed to decrease -iiit.h increasing Reynolds numbers.
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In figure 20, both boundary-layer and channel resuhs are

plotted in the form suggested by the velocity-defect law. It
is seen that rcsulte for both the boundary layer and the
channel fit the straight lima up to ~1~=O.15. The value of
B seems to ho universal for bounda~ laycra and channels
within this region. While results for pipes are omitted, it is
romarkcd that tho same holds true for pipe flow. It wiIl be
noted that the observed results arc independent of Reynolds
number when plot ted in this way, indicating separate uni-
versal relationships of the form

7]1– u
L’, ==.f(vlfi)

A point ta be made with emphasis is that boundary-layer

profiles are not like channel and pipe flow protles, and it is

seen that m artificially thickened boundary layer co~mms
to the pattern established in figures 19 and 20 after the
similarity stage has been reached.

SPECTRUMAND INTENSITYOF u-FLUCTUATION

Tt has been shown in the pre~tious section that, at a suffi-

>
.——

ci&t distance downstream, the mean-veIocity distributions
assume a univemal chtwactcr. Howwer, the lack of knowl-
edge concerning the re~ationship IMwccn the t url.mkmcc and
the mean flow prohibits the use of mean-rclocity distribu-
tions as direct evidence that the turbulence is fully dovcloped.
Since it is impractical to measure 811th c charactcristim of the
turbulence and in view of the interest in measurements of the
spectrum in shear flow, the one-dimensional energy spectrum
was chosen as the basis of comparison for tbo turbuhmcc in
the artificially thickened layers with that resulting from frrc
transition.

The mean-square value of tho u-fluctuations was mcasurod
between frequencies n and n +dn at values of n from 10
to 10,000 cycIcs per second. Over most of the frequency
range “ilie ticcurac.y of the spcc trurn measurements is within
+10 percent. TIN accuracy was somewhat Icss at the low-
frequency end bcIow 100 cycles per second Iwcausc of large-
ampIitude fluctuations and at ~hc high end above 6000
cycles pm second ~CCNMCof noise and possible wire-length
effcct.’ h70 Wire-1ength corrections wem nmdt’, und the
noise level at 10,000 cycles per second was approximately
50 percent of the total signal. A direct over-alI measure-
ment of the intensity u’/ U1 was mado during each spectrum
determination to compare with that calculated from the
spectrum and to serve as a check on the accuracy. In
general, the agreement was within 5 percenk The spectrum

UF(n)
curves are given in the nondimensiontd form - —

L
agai~t

“n~
~. Here F(n) is the normalized spechmm function defined

by

J“F(n)dn = 1
0

and ~= is the integral scale dtfined by

L%=
J

“ R=dz (1)
n

where R* is the longitudinal space correlation. The wduo
of L= was obtained from the intcrccpt of thu F(n) curve
at n= O on the assumption that. a spaco correlation was
related to a time correlation by z= Ut and using the Fourier
transform writ ten in the following form:

From equations (1) and (2), wlwn n=O

(2)

(3)

The vahma of L. calculated by equation (3) for tho turbu-
lent boundary layer resulting from free transition and the
boundary Iayera artificially thickened with a 0,04-inch rod
and by roughness as described earlier are given in figures
21, 22, 23, and 24. It is noted that, except near the wall,
L. is constant across the layer and is proportional to the
boundary-layer thickness, having a valuo of L.J6 of approxi-
mately 0.4. It should be pointed out that the exactncas of
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equation (2) is open to question at high turbulence levels,
since it requires that the fluctuations at a point be the resuh
of a pure translation with velocity ZTof a fixed turbulence
pattern.

For the condition of free transition, figure 21 shows a set
of curves at z= 10.5 feet, with Lrl=108 feet per second, at
different distanctx from the surface. It is seen that there is
a systematic variation across the boundary layer up to
y/6 =0.57. Since ~= was used as the reference length, alI
curves are brought. together at zero frequency. The trend
in going toward the surface is for the higher frequencies
(smalIer eddies) to have proportionately more of the energy.

It may be that near the surface some of the smaIler eddies
can derive energy from the steep velocity gradient which
exists and that farther away from the plate where the veIwity
gradient is comparatireIy small local isotropy begins at a
Iower wave number. It is hoped that futwe measurements
of the spectrum of shearing stress will throw some light on
this point.

Comparison is made in figure 22, at. x=IO.5 feet and
y/3=0.03 and y/6=0. 57, with the spectra obtained in the
boundary Iayer resulting from free transition and those
obtained in the art ificiaIIy thkkened Iayers using a 0.04-
inch rod and sand roughness. The free-stream speed was 108
feet. per second for the rod and free transition and 55 feet
p(lr second for the roughness so that the boundary-Iayer
Reynolds number is approximately the same. The spectra
are similar to one another and the same family of spectra
mists in the artificially thickened layers as for that. resulting
from free transition.

Spectrum measurements made at rarious distances dovi-n-
st.ream fron~. the O.CM-inch rod, at y/6 values of 0.57 and 0.4
and Ut= 10S feeb per second, are given in figure 23. It wiIl
be not-cd that the curres for z=6.0, 7.5, and 10.5 feet are
similar. Although a single curre is drawn through the
measured points, there is evidence of a ReynoIds number
effect in the downstream direction orL the high-frequency
end of the spectrum. Tbe energy maociated with the higher
frequencies is so small that it does not distort the normalized
curve at the low--frequency end. The curve for x=4.17 feet
at y/3=0.4 which is only 2 inches from the rod is definitely
dissimilar. This curve is practically flat up to 1500 cycles
per second. The same characteristic flatness was also ob-
served at y/if= 0.03, so no particular significance should be
attached to the value of y/6= 0.4, MIcompared tith tbe rest
of the curves withy/3=0.57. hleasurement of the spectrum
for the condition of fkee transition, at x=6.9 feet, whioh was
as C1OSCas it was possibIe ta approach the trsnsit.ion becmse
of the back-and-forth mo~ement of transition, showed no
w-idence of the characteristic flatness observed close to the
rod. In fact, it gave evidence that similarity of the spectra
begin at the downstream extreme of the transition region.
In the case of free trmsition, the spectrum was also measured
in the huninar layer at z=4.5 feet. A very sharp peak was
found at 280 cycks per second, the predominant frequency
of the Iamti-boundary-layer oscihtions, and little energy
was found at other frequencies. There was no evidence of

this peak in the turbulent boundary layer at x=6.9 feet.
It was thought at tlrst that the flatnees of the spectrum ob-
aerred near the rod was associated with the distorted mean-
velocity profle and that here was evidence of a connection
between turbulence distortion tmd memwvelocity distortion.
However, &ure 24, which pertains to thickening by rough-
ness, shows no effect in the spectrum at the 3-foot position
where the mean-velocity pmtie was definitely distorted. It
would seem that the flatness of the spectrum measured near
the rod is an effect peculiar to the rod and maybe associated
with eddy frequencies from the rod superimposed on a more
or bi normal spectrum.

It maybe expected that., in the turbulent boundary layer,
at a distance far enough away fmm the viaIl an extensive
region of local isotropy exists. It is of interest to see how
vmlI the spectra in the art.ificialIy thickened turbuIent
boundary layer -where the Re~olds number of turbulence
is high agree with existing theories predicting the shape of
the spectrum in isotropic turbulence.

Before making the comparison it may be well to discuss
briefly some important features of the theory. A funda-
mental concept in the theories introduced by Kolmogoraff
(referent- 1 and 2) and Heisenberg (reference 19) is that
energy passes into the speetrum by -way of the larger eddies
and is then passed on to snder and smaller eddies. .$p-
preciabIe dissipation by viscosity starts only when the eddies
get smaII enough. Beyond a certain wave number, smaller
eddies get their energy only from larger eddies and are sup-
plied sufficient ene~ to be kept in statistical equilibrium
even in CM.CSwhere the Iarger eddies are decaying. TVhen
the ReynoIds number of turbulence u’.LJv is high, there fl

exist in the levier-warc+mun~er part of the equilibrium

range a subrange in which inertial forces predominate and

tho transfer of energy is ecpud to the tohd &Ipation c and

at the high-ware-number end another subrange where viscous

effects predominate. ~eisenberg assumed that the transfer

of energy at wave mnnber k was caused by a turbulence
friction produced by eddies with ware numbers greater
than k and that Lhe total dissipation inrol red a turbulence
viscosity PIUS ordinary viscosity in an expression of the
following form:

Here tie second term within the brackets represtmts the
turbulence ticosity, and x is an absoIute constmt. The
solution of equation (4) gives the spectrum in the equilibrium
~nge the form

E(k)=(;j’’ak-’”[l+(:)]-U’ (5)

where k, is a vrare number in the intermediate range where
inertial forces and viscosity both play a role and is given by

()

3 fe m
kc= ~
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The equilibrium spectrum given by equation (5) dcale
with a three-dimensional energy spectrum. In order to
compare w-ith experiment it is necessary to transform this
equation to the one-dimensional form using the folIowing
relationship also derived by Hciscnberg:

The oncdimensionaI form of equation (5) is found to be

E~k,) ‘*A’kX-’’a[1+(*)4-a’a

(6)

(7)

where

and
km=0.G45k,

In the inertial range, that is, k,<k,., equation (7) becomes

‘Z(~=)=& A,k=-’l$ (8)

and in the viscous range, thut is, kz>k,, equation (7) becomes

Er(k.)=& A*k.-7
.

(9)

where

In figure 24, equations (8) and (9) are compared with the
spectra measured at difTerent distances downstream from
the roughness, at y/3=0.57 and ~71= 55 feet per second. At
the high-turbulence Reynolds number of the boundary layer,
the existence of a – 5/3 region is quite evident. The agree-
ment with the n-7 law should be taken with some reservation
because of the Icsscr accuracy of the measurements at the
high-frequency cnd of the spectrum. It should be men-
tioned in passing that the slope of tho spectrum curves at
y/J= o.03, such as shown in figure 22, is approximately 1,
where the –5/3 region exists at y/8=0.57.

It is seen from figure 25 that in the intermediate range of
frequencies equation (7) does not agree so WC1las the inter-
polation formula

E=(k=)=& “k~-’’l+l’’l-’ “0)
suggested by Hcisc.nberg. For convenience, equatio& (7)
and (10) are rc.presented in figure 25 as

‘(’’=~’w-’’’[’+”sl-”s, “a)
and

““=AO(:)-S’’[1+(:YI-2“oa)
where

uF(n) .F(z)=~ ““

Hnd

and A, and 2, are experiment.ally dcterminod. l?ormula

(lOa], as shown in figuro 26, is also in good agreement with
some unpublished measurements made in isotropic turbulence
50 inches downstream from a l-inch grid in the NBS 4~-foot
wind tunnel. The fact that the analytical relation (7) dots
not igree with the measured spectra so well as the empirical
expression (10) would indicate that equation (4) may not yet

be quite exact. Expressions (7a) and (lOa) are identical in
the extreme regions of the equilibrium range, and it is of
interest to calculate the valuo of x from the constants A. and

z,. Since Ao and z, are determined from a nondimcnsiomd
notiafized representation they arc conncctcd to x by tho
following relations.

The term l?(k) of tho thrcodimcnsiomd spectrum is dcfinod
such that

s‘E(k) dk=7+ :+7 --- ‘- ‘=
o

From relation (6), it cm bo shown that

J J“Ez(k=) dk==; ~“E(k) dk

so that, for isotropic turbuhmce where ~=~=~,

s

p
- E. (k=)dk==z

o
and

since
2a-n Zlrz

,,..

k.=T=T
s

In the iiiertial range,

l’(z)= A@z,W ‘Sla

It will IM uotcd that e and ~ must bc determined in

addition to the quantities already mentioned bc.fore x can

be calculated by equation (11). For isotropic tur?.ndcncc,

the expression for thti dissipation (rcferencc 20) is

g
6=15Pp

where X is the microscale obtainable
measurement by

(12) ‘

from a spectrum
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Partial justification for the use of such relationships where
the turb&nce does not have generaI isotropy is aflorded by
figure 27, vrhere it is seen that about 90 percent of the integral
in equation (13) is contributed by frequencies abo re 500
cycIes per second. This is in the region where the –5/3- and
—7-power IaTvshold anclia therefore the region of Iocalisutropy.
It is concIuded therefore as a reasonable approximation that
k determined by equation (13) is the appropriate and only
sde enter~~ Inta the viscous dissipation. However, much
of the value of ~ is contributed below 500 cycIes per second,
and the assumption that ~+~+~ equals 3=, as made in
equation (12), is not a snfllciently good approximation.
Since ~ and ~ vrere not measured, the results of reference 6
vrere used to obtaiu

~+~+~= 0.62 (3@

at y@= O.57. The factor 0.62 is applied to the right side of
equation (12) and to equation (11) where ~ appears.

The wdue of x calculated horn equation (11) for the
turbulent boundary Iayer artificially thickened by sand

roughness, at x=10.5 feet and 3r/8=0.57, with the vahtes of
& and z, given in &u.re 25, is 0.23. The value of x calcu-

lated for the case of isotropic turbulence shown in @ure 26
is 0.65. By a airnikr procedure x vias calculated for the

spectrum measured by Laufer in fully developed channel
flow (reference 5), and a value of 0.52 was obtained. At
present thwe are inaticient. experimental data to determine
the reason for the variations obtained. It is of interest

ur~
to mention that the turbulence Reyuolcls numbe~ — -were

ZJ
1790, 55o, and 190 for the boundary layer, channeI, and
isotropic turbulence, respectively, and that corresponding
increasing t-aluea of x were obtained.

The insensitivity of the spectmm to clistortions in the
mean-velocity distributions as illustrated by @e 24
made it deairabIe ta check further on the fully deveIoped
nature of the turbulence in the artificial y thickened layer
by measuring the distribution of u’/UI. btensity measure-

ments were made at various distances downstream from the
roughness at Z71= 108 feet per second, aad these are given
in figure 28. At z=3.o feet, I foot dovrnstrewn from the

FrGrEE 27.-Semnd moment spectrnm curve used to obtafn ?.by formuh (2I).
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edge of the roughness, the intensity is flat up to y/d= 0.4
and is apparently the result of the diffusion of the high
turbulence genmakxi by the roughness. From z= 5.o to
x=10.5 feet, the distributions of u’ exhibit similarity, which
is the s8mo region~’for which the m can-velocity distrilmtious
were similar. TIw change in turbuhmcc levcd accompanying
a chango in spud from 10S 1055 feet pm second is also shown.
lt shouhl be noted thtit them is no clmngc in level acconl-
ptmying tho variations in bounclmy-layer Re&ynolds number
due to changes in boundary-layer thickness.

An interesting feature of the turbulence in the Loumhwy
layer was its intern? it~ent nrbturc in the outer portions of the
Iayer. This was also observed ?Jy Townsend for a wrtke
(reference 21) and by ~orrsin for a turbulent jet. (reference
22]. It scars to be characteristic of shear flow with a free
boundary. Figure 29 shows. two oscillograms taken at
3=10.5 feet, at y/8=0.03 and y/6=0.75. At y/8=0.03 there

,12
-..-
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Fmuru Z&—lntcnsIty of u-componentof turbulencefor boundary layer thlckoncdby No. 16
aandpaprrover Ilrst 2 feet of surfoce.

8 .

is no trace of intermittmcy, while at y/3=0.75 it is quite
marked. Observation of the oscilloscope trncc indimtd
there is a gradual iricreasc in the inttrmittency as the disttmcc
from the surface increased, It is planned in tlw future to
make some quantito tivc nwasurennmts of the intmm ittmwy
MM?its cflcct on the measured turl.mlcncw inhmsity

CONCLUS1ONS

From tests niade to detcrmiue the feasibility of artifirinlly
thickening a turbulent boundary layer on a flut plntc, the
folIovring conclusions can be (Irawn:

1. It haa bccu estaldislml tlwt by twtifirid mc thwb it is
possible to thicken substontiully o fully dcvdoprd Lurbukut
boundary luycr on n flat plnte. The luyw SO forn!ed hc-
com.es characteristic of Lhtit dcvclopcd from tho beginning
on a smooth flat p]atc after passing over the required hugth
of smooth surface. For a given boundary-layer thickness,
artificial tllicl@ng m alws possib]c a saving in length yro-.—
vialed that there is enough Ie.ngth for the layer to become

free from distortions,

2. ~most any kind of obstruction placed on t.]w surfrwc

would produco a thickened turbulent flow, but only from n

certw’n class did downstream eflccts disapprm in a reason-

ably short distance. This CIW appeared to bc chrwactw-

imd by the ability to absorb energy from the mean flow

withoiit introducing large-scnlc disturbance. Two cxnmplcs

of this class are as follows:

(1) A file:mesh scrccn plnced so that t.bc plate and screcu
““ form a narrow wedge opening into the wind

(2) Sand roughness cemented to tbe surfww
3. The mean-velocity distribution appl’ars to allord a

simpIc means of identifying a fully (lcvclopcd Lurbukwt
bound~ry layer.

4. The logarithmic laws of velocity distribution aro not in
good ““agreement with the n;ewisured distributions in t.hc
turbulent boundary layer with zero pressure gradient tmd
arc appficablo onIy in a ml all region near tbc wall, Tlw
vslocity profiles in the boundary layer are inrll’pendmt uf
Reynolds number on a velocity-defect I.msis, indicrdhlg rt

. .

(o)

● ●

v

(a) #/a-o.os.
(b) u/& O.76.

WWBE 29.-@2ilhxT8ms of u.flnctue.tions In turbulent boundary layer. z-10.6 feet; U-55 feetper second;J-8.1 Lm?Iw.
ened by No. 16sandpaperover first 2 feit of surfme.

.$-=--’- f
(b)

TimeInterval Fxtween do@ MOwcrmd. L?cundnrylaycc tblck.
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universal relationship of the form

Z?,– u ~(g~a. b

7=

where ~ is the mean velocity in the boundary layer, UI is

t-he mean re]ocit.y in the free stream just outside the bound-
ary layer, U, is the square root of the ratio of the shearing
stress at the surface to the d~ity, y is the distance normal
to the surface measured from the surface of a flat plate, and
~ is the boundary-hayer thickness.

5. The longitudinal scaIe of turbulence X. in a tiy de
wloped layer is proportional to the boundary-layer thickness
~, with rbvalue of -Lz/dof approximately 0.4, mc~ except near
the wall is constant across t-he layer.

6. There is a systematic variation in the one-dimensional
energy spectrum across the boundary layer up to 31/5=0.6,
and in the outer region of the boundary Iayer, that is,
v/d>O.6, the exist@ theories for the spectrum in iscrtropic
turbulence can be applied.

7. There is an intermittent character to the flow in the
turbulent. boundary Iayer simihw to that found for wakes
and jets.

ATAWOXAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS,

WUEIXGTOK, D. C., September 15, 1960.
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